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Abstract: To improve the computational power and limited battery capacity of mobile devices (MDs),
wireless powered mobile edge computing (MEC) systems are gaining much importance. In this
paper, we consider a wireless powered MEC system composed of one MD and a hybrid access point
(HAP) attached to MEC. Our objective is to achieve a joint time allocation and offloading policy
simultaneously. We propose a cost function that considers both the energy consumption and the
time delay of an MD. The proposed algorithm, joint time allocation and offload policy (JTAOP), is
used to train a neural network for reducing the complexity of our algorithm that depends on the
resolution of time and the number of components in a task. The numerical results are compared with
three benchmark schemes, namely, total local computation, total offloading and partial offloading.
Simulations show that the proposed algorithm performs better in producing the minimum cost and
energy consumption as compared to the considered benchmark schemes.
Keywords: mobile edge computing; wireless energy transfer; wireless powered mobile edge computing
1. Introduction
The continuous advancement in mobile technologies has encouraged studies to im-
prove features such as latency, data processing and energy consumption [1]. The response’s
latency of mobile devices (MDs) and data processing capabilities can be enhanced with
the help of cloud computing. The on-demand computing services, namely, storage and
processing power, are offered by cloud computing. Among the numerous benefits of
this technology, increased productivity, speed and efficiency are the most notable. Since
the computation by cloud occurs on remote servers and the distance between the MD and
the server is large, there is a high response latency [2]. The response’s latency problem
is resolved by bringing execution resources at the edge of cellular networks, termed as
mobile edge computing (MEC), which results in low network congestion and improved
application performance [3]. However, the improved performance of MEC is restricted by
the limited battery capacity of MDs. To overcome this hindrance, studies are conducted
in a new domain that incorporates the data processing capacity of MEC with energy har-
vesting ability through wireless energy transfer (WET) [4]. With the incorporation of a
hybrid access point (HAP), consisting of an energy node and an information access node,
wireless powered-mobile edge computing (WP-MEC) transfers wireless energy to MDs by
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radio frequency signals. This amalgamation enhances both the battery performance and
computing capabilities of cellular devices [5].
The time allocation policy, along with the offloading policy, requires numerous com-
putations because the computational overhead increases exponentially. Therefore, an MD
can offload its information to a mobile edge server (MES) as well as harvest energy in
the same time slot. Now, the important question is, how much time should be used for
harvesting and how much time should be used for offloading the tasks? If we increase the
time for harvesting, the time delay for execution of tasks increases and if we increase the
time for offloading then energy consumption increases because of low harvesting. In this
paper, we propose a deep learning approach to find how much portion (in percent) of a
single time slot should be used for harvesting and how much portion for transmitting
data to HAP along with partial offloading policy. In partial offloading, we divide a single
task into different components and then some of the components are offloaded to MES.
The proposed technique simultaneously determines the components to be offloaded to
MES as well as the portion of a single time slot required by the MD to harvest energy.
The traditional optimization techniques have high computational overhead and high
algorithm complexity. We propose an algorithm which generates a training dataset to
train a deep neural network (DNN). The algorithm complexity for generating a training
dataset is also high; however, it is a one-time computation during the training phase only.
After the training phase, the trained DNN has constant complexity O(1) [6]. In our dataset
we consider all the possible offloading policies with all possible time allocation policies
simultaneously. For example, if we consider three components of a task then there will be
23 possible partial offloading policies as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. All offloading policies for three components.
Offloading Policy 1st Component 2nd Component 3rd Component
Policy-1 0 0 0
Policy-2 0 0 1
Policy-3 0 1 0
Policy-4 0 1 1
Policy-5 1 0 0
Policy-6 1 0 1
Policy-7 1 1 0
Policy-8 1 1 1
Now, one of these policies will have a minimum cost. Similarly, the number of possible
time allocation policies depends on time resolution, rs. For example, if we have rs = 0.1
then there will be 1rs + 1 possible time allocation policies, as shown in Table 2. Now, one of
these policies will have a minimum cost. Actually, the proposed algorithm checks all the
possible offloading policies with all possible time allocation policies and selects the policy
with the minimum cost as the label for the training dataset. Similarly, the size of each
component, the frequency of the user equipment for execution, the transmit power of MD,
and the distance between MD and MES are stored as input data for this label. For different
inputs we calculate the minimum costs in the same manner and get a training dataset.
The training dataset has inputs and outputs (labels) with minimum costs in all possible
options of offloading and time allocation policies.
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Table 2. Possible time allocation policies, for resolution rs = 0.1.












The DNN is used as a tool to find the offloading policy and time allocation policy with
minimum cost in terms of energy consumption and time delay.
Novelty and Contribution
The contributions of this paper are listed below:
• For the first time in MEC, we use a deep learning approach for both optimal offloading
policy and optimal time fraction for harvesting in partial offloading schemes and
propose a deep learning-based algorithm which gives minimum cost, in terms of
delay and energy consumption, for computational offloading in MEC.
• Our approach is scalable in terms of time resolution, number of components per
task, and distance between HAP and MD. The proposed algorithm generates training
datasets for different desired values of time resolution, number of components per
task, and distance between HAP and MD.
• The proposed algorithm, when compared with three benchmark cases—namely, to-
tal local computation, total offloading, and partial offloading—demonstrates better
performance in terms of minimum cost, delay, and energy consumption.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the related
work. Section 3 discusses the system model and problem formulation. Section 4 presents
numerical results. Finally, Section 5 discusses conclusion.
2. Related Work
The maximization problem, considering computation rate, was studied in [7] to reduce
the severe propagation loss by considering unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-enabled MEC
wireless powered systems. The authors in [8] considered a multi-user wireless powered
MEC system and jointly optimized the energy transmit beamforming at the access point
(AP), the central processing unit (CPU) frequencies, the number of offloaded bits at the
user, and the time allocation among the users. A binary computation offloading scheme
for all energy harvesting MDs in the WP-MEC system was considered in [9]. The sum
computation rate of MD was maximized by jointly considering the offloading policy and
time allocation. An online service rate maximization algorithm (OSRM) was proposed
in [10] to give the optimal time allocation policy considering a single MD in the WP-
MEC system. The authors in [11] presented a user cooperation approach to improve
the computation performance of active devices, where the surrounding devices act as
helpers to use their harvested energy to help other active devices. In their work, the
computation rate was maximized by considering the frequency division multiple access
(FDMA) for computation offloading policy. The energy optimization problem, considering
the transmit power at HAP was investigated in [12]. All the above-mentioned works focus
on maximizing the computation rate and do not consider minimizing energy consumption
and delay simultaneously.
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The authors in [5] discussed the minimization of energy consumption and limited
battery capacity of MD separately via optimization algorithms; however, the combined
effect of energy consumption and time delay was not considered. The authors in [12] inves-
tigated the trade-off between energy efficiency and delay by transforming the offloading
policy problem into a series of deterministic algorithms via Lyapunov optimization. How-
ever, since optimization schemes do not guarantee that the result will give global minima,
a deep learning approach appears to be in dire need. In [13], the authors considered a
deep learning-based online offloading framework that optimally decides task offloading
decisions and gives a wireless offloading policy. WP-MEC with binary offloading policy
(each task is either executed locally or fully offloaded to an MEC server) was considered.
Their proposed scheme significantly improved the computational delay.
In most studies on WP-MEC systems, resource allocation and time allocation policies
were investigated using numerical optimization methods, specifically, Lyapunov and
Lagrange multipliers. However, the hard-combinatorial optimization problems of resource
allocation in WP-MEC do not guarantee global minima/maxima, which directly affects
the performance of these algorithms. An alternate approach is required which not only
gives global minima/maxima but can also effectively reach results in a minimum amount
of time. This leads us to deep learning, which reduces computational complexity by
learning offloading decisions from experience. Little work is done using deep learning for
making optimal allocation decisions in WP-MEC systems. In [13], the authors considered
deep learning; however, they ignored the cost function. Their major focus was on the
adaptive task offloading decisions of the online algorithm. In [3], the authors gave an
optimal offloading policy for all components of a task by considering remaining energy
of user equipment, energy consumption of application components, network conditions,
and computational load, based on a deep learning approach. However, their work did
not incorporate the energy harvesting capability of hybrid access point (HAP) attached
with MEC.
By studying the related work on computational offloading in WP-MEC, we conclude
that, if an MD executes all the components locally, its energy consumption will be low.
However, it brings a huge delay due to limited local computational resources. Similarly,
if an MD executes all the components on MES, it can reduce the time delay; however,
the energy consumption is high due to offloading to MES. Therefore, partial offloading
is a median technique, in which some of the components are executed locally and some
of the components are offloaded to MES. In this paper, we propose an effective cost
function by considering both energy consumption and time delay of an MD. The simulation
results show that the proposed technique performs better than the considered benchmark
techniques in terms of delay and energy consumption.
3. System Model and Problem Formulation
We consider a single MD in a WP-MEC system, in which the MEC server is connected
with HAP with double antenna, one for energy harvesting and the other for data processing.
HAP works on a time division duplex mode [14]. We assume that an HAP has the ability
to transmit energy through RF signals to MDs and WET technology is fully incorporated in
MEC as in [10]. MDs follow harvest-then-transmit protocol in which a device first harvests
energy from HAP and then offloads components of the task onto HAP. In our paper, HAP
is assumed to be equipped with adequate energy and processing power. In the case of
partial offloading, ρ ∈ {ρ0, ρ1} represents the time allocation policy. ρ0 and ρ1 are parts
in percentage of one time slot. ρ0 is the percent portion of one time slot in which an MD
harvests energy; if ρ0 is calculated as 0.58 then it means 58 percent of one time slot will be
used for energy harvesting and in the rest of time slot (42% of time slot) MD will transmit
the data to HAP. Therefore, ρo and ρ1 are continuous variables taking values from [0, 1]. A
variable x for the ith component of a task, denoted as xi, is a binary variable, i.e., xi ∈ {0, 1},
and is defined to determine the offloading policy. In the case of local execution, the value
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of xi is 0 and in the case of remote execution, the value of xi is 1. All the notations used in
this paper are given in Table 3.
Table 3. List of notations used.
Notation Meaning
B Bandwidth
Bt Battery of MD
ci ith component of a task in current time slot
ci+1 ith component of a task in next time slot
d Distance between MD and HAP
d0 Reference distance
Ec Total energy consumption of MD
Eci Energy consumption by MD for ith component
Ehi Harvested energy by the MD for ith component
Emax Maximum energy consumption by MD
Eoi Offloading energy consumption in remote model
fdi Frequency of MD for ith component
fs CPU frequency at MES
g0 Path loss
Hi Channel power gain of ith component
hdi Downlink channel gain of ith component
L Number of CPU cycles to process 1 bit of data
N0 Noise spectral density
Pdi Transmit power of ith component of MD
Psi Transmit power of MEC
Pt Transmit power of HAP
R Execution rate
rdli Maximum data rate on the down-link channel of ith Component
ruli Maximum data rate on the up-link channel of ith Component
Tc Total time delay for the whole task
Tci Time delay of ith component in remote model
Tdi Down-link delay time
Tei Processing time at MEC
Tli Time delay of ith component in local execution model
Tmax Maximum time delay of MD
Toi Total time delay of ith component
Tui Up-link delay time from MD to MEC
w1, w2 Weighing constants
xi Variable indicating the offloading policy for ith component
α, β Scaling factors
γ Cost of offloading policy
η Energy harvesting constant
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Table 3. Cont.
Notation Meaning
ρ0 Time policy for harvesting energy from HAP
ρ1 Time policy for offloading task to MES
ε Effective switching capacitance
θ Path loss exponent
Figure 1 depicts the system model containing one MD, either computing a task locally
or transmitting data to MEC and harvesting energy from HAP attached to MEC, along
with downloading the computational data from MES.
Figure 1. Wireless energy powered MEC system with one MD.
3.1. Local Execution Model






where ci is the input data size of a component (measured in bytes) and L is measured
in cycles/byte (cpb). This L indicates the number of clock cycles a microprocessor will
use per byte of data processed in an algorithm. The parameter depends on the nature of
the component, e.g., the complexity of the algorithm. The estimation of this value was
studied in [9,15] and is beyond the scope of our work. fdi represents the frequency of MD.
The energy consumption in this model [5] is calculated as
Eli = ε f 3diTli, (2)
where ε is defined as the effective switching capacitance factor which depends on chip
architecture. ε fdi represents the computing power of the MD [7].
3.2. Remote Execution Model
In the case that xi = 1 for the ith component of a task, the executed data offloads the
components of the task to HAP for high processing power. For simplicity, it is assumed
that MEC has strong computing capabilities and HAP has a high transmission capacity.
This renders the downloading delay from HAP to MD negligible, implying ρ0 + ρ1 ≈ 1 [5].
The noise spectral density for the up-link is considered to be N0, and the available
bandwidth is represented by B. When considering small scale fading channel power gain
hd, independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) channel fading is assumed between an
MD and an HAP [16]. The channel power gain is Hi = hdg0(
d0
d
)θ , where g0 represents path
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loss, d0 is the reference distance, and d is the distance between the HAP and the MD [8].
Using the Shannon–Hartley theorem [17], the data rate can be calculated as




where ruli represents the maximum data rate on the up-link channel from MD to HAP,
and Pdi denotes the transmit power of the MD. Similarly, the maximum amount of executed
data on the down-link, transmitted by HAP to MD, is represented by rdli , and is given as




In (4), Psi represents the transmit power of MEC.
In order to obtain the time delay in the remote execution model, we consider the
up-link time (time for data transmission), the down-link time (time for data reception),
and the processing time in MEC [18]. The time delay in transferring data from MD to MEC










In (6), ci+1 represents that the executed data at MEC arrives on the MD in the next time





where fs is the CPU frequency of MES. The total time delay, Toi, for component i, is
calculated as
Toi = ρ1(Tui + Tdi + Tei). (8)
It is worth mentioning that, as the frequency at MES is high, the time delay for the
execution of data at HAP can be neglected [19]. Moreover, ci+1, which is the output data at
MEC, is small as compared to input data ci , which renders the down-link time delay also
negligible. Therefore, we can write
Toi ≈ Tuiρ1. (9)
Now, the time delay in the remote model for component i can be defined as
Tci =
{
Toi, xi = 1,
Tli, xi = 0.
(10)










The energy consumption of MD for ci in this model, denoted as Eoi, is calculated as
Eoi = ToiPdi. (12)
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We assume the energy from HAP via radio frequency signals can recharge the battery
of MD, and that the computational capabilities of HAP are strong [10,20]. The power of
HAP to transmit energy to MD on the down-link is denoted by Pt. To reduce complexity, it
is assumed that the down-link channel gain for a component i, represented as hdi, is equal
to the up-link channel gain H = hd. Thus, the energy harvested by MD, Ehi, is defined as
Ehi = ρ0ToiηPthdi, (13)
where ρ0 is the percent portion of offloading time (Toi), η denotes the energy harvesting
constant and represents how effectively the harvested energy of HAP can be received
by the MD [10,20]. The main focus of our work is to find the offloading policy and time
allocation policy with minimum cost in terms of energy consumption and time delay.
The battery of an MD is also considered in this paper to demonstrate the significance
of the harvested energy, and is denoted by Bt. The energy consumed by the MD for ci is
the sum of consumed energies in the local and remote models, and is given as
Eci = Eoi + Eli, (14)
where Eci can be denoted as
Eci =
{
Eoi, xi = 1,
Eli, xi = 0.
(15)










An MD should satisfy the energy harvesting constraint for self-sustainable operation
so that the total consumed energy at an MD does not exceed the harvested energy [7]
Eci ≤ Bt + Ehi. (17)





∑ni=1(1− xi)Tli + Toixi
. (18)
In (18), n represents the number of iterations required by the device to process specific
task size bits. If a component is executed locally, that is xi = 0, then Toi must be zero,
and for xi = 1, Toi must be one. For a meaningful comparison of our proposed technique
with the benchmark techniques, we model a cost that considers energy consumption and
time delay simultaneously, represented as γ, given as











In (20) and (21), Emax and Tmax, i.e., the maximum energy consumed and time delay
for the whole task, respectively, are taken as constants for all components of a task. w1 and
w2 represent the weighting constants. This cost function, γ, is for optimal time allocation
and offloading policy.
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3.3. The Proposed Algorithm
The proposed algorithm, JTAOP, is presented as Algorithm 1. The algorithm first takes
the inputs from the frequency range, transmit power range, and distance range between
MD and HAP for n number of components of a task randomly. Thus, the number of
possible offloading policies for n components per task can be calculated as 2n. Then for
all components of a task, time delay and energy consumption are calculated for local or
remote models. After the measurement of time delay and energy consumption, the cost is
determined by the function described in our mathematical model. For the remote model,
the JTAOP algorithm then calculates the cost by varying all possible values of ρo. At the
end of the algorithm, the minimum cost gives the time allocation and offloading policies
with minimum cost. The algorithm calculates the cost values for all 2n offloading policies,
considering all possible values of ρo, represented by nρo ; the complexity of the algorithm
becomes O(2nnρo ). If the resolution of ρo increases, the complexity of the algorithm
increases; however, the results tend towards high accuracy. Since the complexity increases
with the number of components per task and the resolution of ρo, to reduce this extensive
computational burden we train a DNN. The intensive calculations can be solved with
a trained DNN, with complexity O(1), on the training dataset to achieve high accuracy
results. To generate the training dataset, we calculate all possible values of costs for all
possible offloading and time allocation policies and then select the minimum cost, γ∗;
the corresponding input data and labels are stored as training dataset. We also generate
a dataset for testing the trained DNN and calculate its accuracy as number of correct decisionstotal number of tests .
The proposed algorithm is then compared with three existing benchmark schemes, namely,
local computing only, total offloading only, and partial offloading. In the case of local
computing only, all the components undergo local execution for the whole time slot. In the
case of total offloading only, all the components are offloaded to MES for fast computation.
In the case of partial offloading, some components of the task are locally executed while
the remaining are offloaded to MES.
DNNs are emerging as an efficient solution for extensive computations due to their
high accuracy performance. By increasing the size of trained dataset, their accuracy can be
increased. Due to an increase in the number of components and resolution, our algorithm
becomes more complex. To reduce this complexity, we use DNN. The data is divided
randomly into training, validation, and test sets of ratios 75, 15, and 15 percent, respectively.
To solve the combinatorial nature of the offloading problem discussed, DNNs are used.
Using DNN, complexity is reduced as the network gets trained and outputs the result
based on its gained experience.
Figure 2 shows the flowchart of DNN [21]. As depicted in the figure, for a specific task
size, our proposed algorithm selects either the local model or the remote model of execution,
based on the offloading policy. In the case of the remote model, cost is calculated for all
possible values of ρ0 and then total cost for all components is calculated, incorporating both
local and remote models. Then, for 2n offloading policies and n number of components,
cost is calculated, and for the minimum cost, time allocation and offloading policy are
stored as datasets for further training of DNN.
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Algorithm 1: Joint Time Allocation and Offload Policy
1 Input: cε[c1,c2...cn], fdε[ fdmin, fdmax],Pdε[Pdmin,Pdmax],dε[dmin,dmax]
2 Output: γ∗ = arg min{bε 1,2,...2n} γb
3 for b = 1 : 2n do
4 for j = 1 : n do
5 if (xi = 0)
6 while (cj completes execution) do
7 Tli ← ciL/ fdi
8 Eli ← ε f 3diTli
9 end while
10 else
11 for k = 0 : rs : 1 do
12 while (cj completes execution) do
13 Tok ← Tuiρ1
14 Eok ← εToiPdi
15 end while
16 γk ← αEok + βTok
17 end for
18 [index, γj] = min(γk)
19 Toj ← Tok(index)
20 Eoj ← Eok(index)
21 end if
22 end for
23 γb ← α ∑ni=1 Eli(1− xi) + xiEoj + β ∑ni=1 Tli(1− xi) + xiToj
24 end for
25 γ∗ = min{b=1,2,..,2n}(γb)
26 Save corresponding input data← [ci, fdi, Pdi, di]
27 Save corresponding labels← [b∗, ρ∗o1, ρ∗o2]
28 Repeat for different task size
29 Train DNN← train(input data,labels)
30 Test train DNN
31 Accuracy← number of correct decisions/number of total decisions
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Figure 2. Flowchart of DNN.
4. Results
This section presents the results obtained by MATLAB (R2018a) simulations for the
optimal time allocation and offloading policies. Each task is divided into three components.
The task size is considered as a uniform distribution in [0.1, 1] gigabit. The value of CPU
cycles to process one bit of data is taken as 737.5 cycles per bit. The frequency of MD is
considered as a uniform distribution in [0.1, 1] GHz. For simulation purpose only and
to check the effect of the mobility in the training dataset, the distance between HAP and
MD is taken as a uniform distribution in [3, 200] m. However, the training dataset can be
generated for any suitable range of distances between HAP and MDs. Effective switching
capacitance is taken as 10−25. Efficiency η of MD is taken as 0.8. g0 is taken as −30 dB,
θ ≥ 2, and d0 = 1. The available bandwidth is taken as 0.5 MHz. The noise spectral density
N0 is −174 dBm/Hz. The weighing constants are taken as 1. The offloading transmission
power of MD is taken as a uniform distribution in [0.8, 1.5] W.
The validation of the dataset is determined by the proposed mathematical model
because three datasets using the proposed mathematical model, namely, the training
dataset, validation dataset, and test dataset, are generated. In each dataset, the input
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data contains the “size of each component, frequency of the user equipment for execution,
transmit power of MD, distance between MD and MES”; therefore, the input layer of
the DNN has 12 neurons. Similarly, using this input data information, our proposed
mathematical model calculates the output data (labels for DNN).
For different possible offloading policies with different data sizes, the minimum and
maximum value for harvesting percentage time of a single time slot are observed to be 26.1
and 64 percent, respectively. For simulation, rs is selected as 0.001. There are 380 points
between 0.261 and 0.64. Therefore, the output layer contains 380 neurons for ρ0 and
3 neurons for offloading policy (total 383 neurons in the output layer). There are two
hidden layers, each containing 100 neurons (through cross validation) and the Softmax
activation function [22] is used to train the DNN. The accuracy of the network is calculated
using the test dataset. The training function used is trainscg (scaled conjugate gradient
backpropagation). The higher the number of neurons, the greater the complexity of the
network. Similar is the case with the number of hidden layers, i.e., the higher the number
of hidden layers, the greater the network complexity, but using two hidden layers in our
dataset provided the maximum accuracy. In considering DNN, we have 10 datasets of
samples from 1000 to 10,000 by calculating data via state variables. We measured the cost
for all possible combinations of data to obtain the minimal cost. The trained network was
then tested for the discrete 15 percent data. The MATLAB toolbox “nprtool” was used to
solve the classification problem. The accuracy of the DNN was plotted by increasing the
size of the training dataset, as shown in Figure 3. The simulation parameters are given in
Table 4.



























Figure 3. Accuracy vs. training dataset size.
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In Figure 4, energy consumed by an MD is plotted verses varying task size. With the
increasing task size, the energy consumption of all the methods increases. This is because a
task size of 1 gigabit requires more energy for its completion than that of 0.1 gigabit. How-
ever, as is evident from the figure, in case of our JTAOP algorithm, the minimum amount of
energy is consumed by the MD, making it the most efficient method. This is because JTAOP
considers the optimal offloading policy for energy harvesting and offloading, emphasizing
minimum energy expenditure. The maximum energy is consumed in the case of total
offloading as all the components of the task are offloaded to MES, which leads to significant
energy expenditure, followed by partial offloading and then total local execution.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
































Figure 4. Consumed energy of an MD vs. task size.
Figure 5 explains the relation of cost with the increasing task size. An increasing task
size leads to an increasing trend of cost as more energy and time is required for the comple-
tion of a large task size. As depicted in the figure, our JTAOP algorithm results in minimum
cost, which shows its effectiveness. This minimum cost is due to the joint consideration of
time delay and energy consumption of MD in the cost function. While energy conservation
is second best in the case of total local execution, nonetheless, maximum cost is observed in
that case, as MD takes a lot of time, leading to high computational delay in local execution,
rendering it inefficient.
Figure 6 gives the relationship of execution rate with increasing task size. While the
maximum execution rate can be observed in the case of total offloading because of the pow-
erful execution power available at MES, it is at the expense of energy consumption and cost.
Increasing the execution rate directly affects the energy consumption and cost of a scheme,
which shows the trade-off between the energy consumed by an MD and the execution rate.
This trade-off is observed in JTAOP where the optimal policy is selected for the maximum
execution rate with the minimum energy consumed by the MD. The JTAOP algorithm
not only demonstrates minimum energy consumption performance and minimum cost,
but also shows a satisfactory performance in terms of execution rate.
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Figure 6. Execution rate vs. task size.
In Figure 7, we present the relation of delay with task size. Increasing the task size
enforces all the mentioned benchmark schemes to increase their time of task execution.
While minimum delay is observed in the case of total offloading as the computational
power at MES is high, the cost and energy consumption performance of MD in this case
is not promising, as compared to JTAOP. The JTAOP algorithm jointly considers energy
consumption and optimal time policy for an MD via a trained DNN. The trained DNN
decreases the computational time delay considerably, which leads to a fine performance,
and produces a minimum cost. Figure 8 shows the accuracy for three different neural
networks with varying dataset size. As depicted in the figure, a two layered network is the
optimal choice for this type of data.
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Figure 8. Neural network accuracy with different number of hidden layers.
5. Discussion
The limited battery and computational capacity of an MD is addressed with the help
of wireless energy transfer in a mobile edge computing system. In WP-MEC systems,
for efficient performance of MD, the cost involved in the process of wireless energy transfer
is targeted to be minimum for the optimal time allocation and offloading policy. All the
previous works considered either the energy consumption or the time delay separately,
mainly focusing on maximizing the execution rate. In this paper, we considered a partial
offloading scheme for one MD and proposed an algorithm, JTAOP, which considers the
energy consumption by the MD and the time delay simultaneously via trained DNN. Our
JTAOP algorithm is scalable in terms of resolution of time. We considered 10−4 millisecond
resolution for time. However, if a scenario needs more or less resolution, then by changing
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the resolution in the training dataset we can get the required trained DNN. JTAOP is also
versatile in terms of different numbers of components of a single task. We considered
three components of a single task; however, if a scenario needs more components, our
technique can generate the required dataset by changing only the number of components
per task. Simulation results show that our algorithm gives minimum cost, considering
energy consumption and time delay, with a considerable execution rate, as compared to
other benchmark schemes. However, our algorithm, in dealing with partial offloading,
only considers those tasks that can be divided into different numbers of components and
does not consider non divisible tasks.
6. Conclusions
This paper investigates optimal time allocation and offloading policies in a wireless
powered MEC system. We proposed a scalable algorithm in terms of the resolution of time
fraction and the number of components of a task, and solved the partial offloading scheme
by considering a deep learning approach. Minimization of cost and energy consumption
of MD are studied by considering an MD and double antenna HAP with the help of a
trained DNN. Simulation results show that our proposed scheme is more cost efficient as
compared with the other considered schemes. The trade-off between energy consumption
and time delay is also studied to find the optimal policy that gives the minimum cost and
energy consumption, simultaneously. For future work, more realistic factors, like MES
resource limitation could be considered in the cost function to make it more practical.
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